MEAT DRAW
The Rotary Club of Kelowna – Okanagan Mission holds the BC Lottery Gaming Licence for the Meat
Draw and the licence for this is displayed on the Creekside bulletin board located on the back wall at
the end of the bar near the pool table.
The proceeds from the 2018 meat draw will be divided equally between the Boys and Girls Clubs –
Rutland Breakfast Program and the Starbright Education Centre for Autism. It is estimated that each
organization could receive approximately $4K depending on the number of tickets sold each Saturday.
The meat is purchased from Lakeview Market.
There are four rounds with 3 winners per round. The holder of the first winning ticket drawn, from each
round will have first choice from the three selections of meat displayed; second winning ticket gets to
choose from the two remaining meat selections and the third winning ticket wins the last remaining
package of meat.
Tickets are only good for one round. However, the non-winning tickets for each round are placed into a
separate bucket and after the fourth round one ticket is drawn and the winner receives a Gift Certificate
for $20.00 compliments of the Creekside Pub and Grill.
Tickets are 10 tickets for $5.00. The occasional “regular” might request 3 tickets for $2.00 to which we
have to comply as per our licence.
SUGGESTIONS AND HINTS
 Arrive at the Creekside around 1:30 PM to get organized.
 Daniel or Marino (Bartender) will direct you to find everything that you will need. The supplies
are all stored in a clear plastic container. Inside there are rolls of tickets; a red binder containing
the daily/monthly tally sheets; four plastic buckets; Post-it Notes; and a green plastic envelope.
One side pocket of the envelope is marked “float” where you will find $50.00 to be used for
change.
 Experience suggests that the number of persons required to do the meat draw is 3 during the
winter months and 5 when the patio is open. Two people per bucket selling tickets is ideal. One
collecting the money and the other distributing the tickets. The third person acts as the cashier.
 Use a new roll of tickets. Do not mix colours. Tear off strips of tickets – 10 tickets per strip. You
will need approximately 250 (25 strips) tickets per round depending on the crowd.
 Keep track of the number of tickets you sell each round, so that we can reconcile the number
tickets sold to the amount of cash collected. Enter the amount in the tally sheet for the round
and initial. The cashier will verify and initial the cash entries on the tally sheets.
 Daniel typically picks up the meat and it is stored in the cooler. Select 3 cuts of meat and display
them on the counter by the main entrance. (Lottery and Pull Tab Terminals). Set the meat out
for the first round at 2PM and commence selling tickets after making some welcoming
announcements etc. Have the first draw at 2:30PM. Immediately after the first round is






completed, select 3 more meat prizes and start selling tickets for the second round with the
draw to be held at 3:00PM…third round at 3:30PM and the final round at 4:00PM.
Marino will set up the PA system and typically draws the tickets. He will draw three tickets at
one go, so it is up to you to keep them in order – first, second and third.
The winners select their meat choice. Put their name on it (Post-It Note) and take it to the
cooler.
After each round put the non-winning tickets into a separate bucket for the GC draw after the
fourth round.
After the fourth round, count the total cash for the day, put $50.00 in small bills into the “float”
pocket of the green envelope; the remainder goes into the pocket on the other side. Enter to
total cash collected – minus the $50.00 float, and give it to Daniel or Marino who will secure it
until the end of the month. Pack up the supplies and put the box in the storage room.

THE ONLY REQUEST THAT DANIEL AND THE CREEKSIDE STAFF HAVE ….PLEASE TRY NOT TO GET IN THEIR
WAY AS THEY NAVIGATE THE CONJESTION AROUND THE BAR AND KITCHEN ENTRANCE OR WHEN THEY
ARE SERVING CUSTOMERS.
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